


New sO-Megabyte Disc Drive: High
Performance and Reliability from
High-Technology Design
Achieving its high performance and large storage capacity
required sophisticated design methods and tested the
known limits of some manufacturing processes.

by Herbert P. Stickel

tT, HE PRINCIPAL DESIGN OBJECTIVE for the new Within this complete range disc pack interchange-
I trrtodel 7g2o\ Disc Drive (Fig. r) was to provide a abil ity is guaranteed.

boM-byte formatted storage capacity for the HP 3000 The 7920A Disc Drive is available for HP 1000, 2000

2000, and 1000 computer families. Desired charac- and gOoO Computer Systems. It can be connected to
teristics.were fast data access times, high reliabil i ty, the controller used with earlier 1sM-byte 7905A Disc

Iow maintenance requirements, and a friendly man- Drives. As many as eight disc drives, 7905As and
machine interface. Other important objectives were 792OAs in any combination, can be connected to one
disc pack interchangeability over a wide range of controller. The controller can communicate with as
environmental conditions, data integrity, and easy many as eight computers with l imited software

The new drive has a maximum track-to-track seek Fig. 2 shows the interior of the new drive.

time of 5 mill iseconds and an average seek time of 25
mill iseconds. The five-disc removable disc oack is Achieving SOM'Byte capacity

scanned by voice-coil actuated heads under feedback Existing HP drives are the 79ooA1 and the 79054

manufacturability.

control using track-following techniques. The unit
operates at temperatures between 10"C and 40'C (50"F
to 104'F)  and humidi t ies up to 80%. The d i rect
spindle-drive motor maintains constant speed at all
power-l ine frequencies between 47.5 Hz and 66 Hz.

operating system support.

Cover: Model 79204 Disc
Drive is pictured in a double
exposure with its disc pack
and one of i ts readlwri te
heads. The disc pack con-
sists of two p rotect dlscs and
three data discs and holds
50 megabytes of data. Aver-
age seek time is 25 ms.
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Fig.2. lnterior of 7920A Disc Drive, showing the linear motor
(voice coil) that moves the heads. Mechanical design em-
phasis was on simplicity, reliability, and accessibility.

Disc Drives. The 79004 has a SM-byte capacity on two
discs, one fixed and one removable. It uses an optical
encoder for head positioning.

The 79054 has a 1SM-byte capacity, also on one
fixed disc and one removable disc. Its higher capacity
is the result of higher track density and higher bit
density. Instead of an optical encoder, the 7905A uses
one of the surfaces of its fixed disc for head position-
ing purposes. On this surface are precisely pre-
recorded servo tracks that are used by the head-
positioning servomechanism to position the read-
write heads over the chosen data tracks, As track
density is increased beyond the 79004 value of 100
tracks per inch the optical positioning scheme runs
into differential thermal expansion problems, and the
servo track positioning method overcomes these dif-
f iculties. The 7905A has a track density of tgO tracks
per inch.

The 5O-megabyte capacity of the new 79204 Disc
Drive was achieved by increasing the number of data
discs and increasing the track density. The bit density
is the same as the 790SA's.

The 7920A track density is 384 tracks per inch. The
corresponding track-to-track spacing of o.OozOO+
inch required careful design of the tolerances of all
components between the magnetic centerline of the
flying heads and the tracks on the disc coating [usu-
ally called the medio). Analysis of the tolerance loop
revealed that the heads had to move radially over the
disc surface (in-l ine heads) instead of along the cus-
tomary l ine displaced from the radius (chordal dis-
placement heads).This confronted the design team
with the challenge of fitting two heads without offset
into the 0.30O-inch space between two adjoining disc
surfaces (Fig. 3). Thinning down the head structure
required thinning the flying head element and the

head support structure without increasing its mass or
sacrificing rigidity. At the same time it was essential
to prevent harmful head resonances on this new head
design. Making the tracks narrower entailed making
the head sensing element narrower without de-
teriorating its electrical characteristics.

Similar effort went into the analysis of the disc
pack, which has three data discs (one surface contain-
ing the servo tracks) and two protect discs. Commer-
cially available disc packs were analyzed for electri-
cal performance and the topographical characteris-
tics that determine head electrical output and head
flyability.

Head and Media Development
Much work went into the head design and media

interface analysis to assure reliable data transfer and
media life. Important requirements are head flight
s tab i l i t y ,  adequa te  s i gna l - t o -no i se  ra t i os ,  and
minimum data timing shifts.

As a coarse approximation we can assume that
head-media noise is all media noise and that the bet-
ter the ability of the head-media system to record and
read the highest and lowest frequencies in the data
waveform the smaller the timing shift produced. The
ratio of the amplitude of the highest frequency to the
amplitude of the lowest frequency at any location on

Fig, 3. 79204 Disc Drive uses in-line heads instead of the
more usual chordal displacement heads. Thinner heads had
to be designed to fit between discs.



the disc is defined as resolution. We strive for high
ratios bounded by both high and low limits to control
timing shifts. Typically, the worst resolution on the
disc is 75%.

High outputs and high resolutions do not go hand
in hand. Making the oriented-particle-oxide media
thick raises output and minimizes defects in the coat-
ing, simply because there is more effective magnetic
material per unit volume. The thicker the media the
poorer the resolution and the higher the write cur-
rents required. Conversely, by making the coating
thinner, resolution can be improved, but noise and
output suffer, and the number of defects in the oxide
coating increases.

It is desirable to fly heads high to reduce the possi-
bility of "head crashes" stemming from air contami-
nation. However, output and resolution suffer. The
loss for the space between the transducer in the flying
head and the media is (-55 dB)/I, where ), is the
recorded playback wavelength. Increasing flying
height lowers the head output at all frequencies, but
the higher frequencies degrade more because L is
smaller, so the resolution is reduced.

The 7920A head flying height and oxide thickness
were selected within these bounds to give the best
resolution with adequate output.

In redesigning for a thinner head support structure
the problem ofarm resonance had to be resolved. One
major excitation is the recording surface itself. The
surface of a recording disc is not absolutely flat, and if
the magnitude and periodicity of the surface undula-

tions are in the proper relationship, a head arm or
servo loop resonance maybe stimulated. This leads to
degraded data recovery, servo instability, and head-
to-disc coll isions (Fig. a). The higher-frequency com-
ponents of the media surface motion are on the order
of only a few microinches, but in an improperly de-
signed system, they are sufficient to excite the reso-
nance to the point of head crashing.

Early in the project, head-media incompatibility
caused the track-follower servo loop to generate a
high-p i tched audio tone.  Measurement  showed
spikes in gain for the track-follower error signal at 1.7
kHz and 5.1 kHz. The problem was isolated using the
HP 54518 Fourier Analyzer. The closed-Ioop transfer
function for the entire electrical and mechanical
servo system was determined. From this data, the
open-loop transfer function was computed and stabil-
ity information derived. Each mechanical compo-
nent's open-loop transfer function was examined
until the cause of the high-pitched audio tone was
traced to the motion of the head gimbal in the radial
direction ofthe disc. The resonance characteristic of
the head gimbal was changed by suitably redesigning
the gimbal. In the new design the resonance fre-
quency was shifted and its amplitude reduced, thus
eliminating the parasitic resonance.

Steady-state flying stability is not the whole story;
the head loading process is also crit ical. The heads are
loaded onto the discs while the discs rotate at 3600
r/min. At the time of landing the outer edge of the disc
is traveling at about 140 mi/hr with respect to the
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Fig, 4. Dlsc surface undulations can cause head accelerations that lead to head-dlsc crashes.
Shown here areflyable and nonJlyable head-disc combinations. Head-media compatibility in the
7920A Disc Drive was investigated using an HP Fourier Analyzer to measure the tansfer
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head. The head geometry, the pitch and roll of the
slider, and the loading velocity must all be carefully
controlled to assure smooth non-abrasive loading.
Thg seating and settl ing times were investigated
us ing  heads  w i th  s l i de rs  t ha t  had  c rys ta l  ac -
celerometers within them.

Fig. 5 shows desirable and undesirable loading
characteristics, The output on the left shows rapid
seating and settl ing times. The output on the right
shows hard impact of the slider on the disc, slow
seating, and long periods of ringing before the be-
havior of the heads is controlled.

To assure continued performance, worst-case data
and servo-signal testing is done on each disc pack.
Disc pack certifying drive systems in HP manufactur-
ing facilities test the margins of the data recovery
performance of each pack to make certain that all disc
packs will perform in all drives over the specified
temperature range. Similarly, careful in-house con-
struction and testing of the HP-designed heads as-
sures quality in these parts.

Head-to-Media Tolerance Loop
To transduce data reliably the read/write heads

must be positioned over the data tracks within certain
accuracy l imits. Fig. 6 shows that for the 7900A Disc
Drive a deviation of O.OOZ inch from track centerline
would cause a degradation of z dB in the read-back
signal. The same deviation for the 7905A Disc Drive
results in a 4-dB degradation, and for the new zgZOA
Disc Drive, a 16-dB degradation. In practice we can
allow only a small fraction of this deviation in the
792OA; this is because of the 0.002604-inch track
spacing, the effects of noise from adjacent tracks, and
tolerances between drives and between disc packs.

The maximum deviation from nominal track cen-
terline that a head core can be allowed to move to-
wards an adjacent track can be determined from a
track shape analysis. To guarantee disc pack inter-
changeability between any two drives for data written
at one temperature extreme and read at the other tem-
perature extreme, the maximum allowable deviation
cannot exceed 300 microinches in the x-y plane
(e* in Fig. 7). This means that the sum of all of the
individual components of this loop can not exceed
this amount. Every change of one of the elements of

Fig.5. Head seating and seftling
were investigated using heads
with sliders containing crystal ac-
celerometers. Desirable output at
/e/l shows rapid seating and sef-
tling times. Output at right shows
hard impact of the slider on the
d isc ,  s /ow seat ing ,  and long
periods of ringing.

the loop affects the sum of the remaining tolerances.
In-line heads greatly reduce off-track head posi-

tioning caused by roll and yaw motion of the carriage.
To clarify this it helps to envision the actuator servo
head being held on the centerline of the servo track
and imagine what happens if the carriage, which
holds the heads, experiences a roll, yaw, or pitch error
caused by inaccuracies ofthe carriage rails. Since the
heads move along a radial l ine from the center of the
disc, roll and yaw contribute l itt le to the amount that
any data head is off track. Pitch of the carriage, how-
ever, wil l cause a data head tracking error €x propor-
tional to the pitch angle dp and the distance of the
data head from the servo head (Sz-So).

The pitch error dp in the carriage motion is a func-
tion of the concentricit ies of the ball bearings b, and
b, at the bottom of the carriage and the straightness
of the rail rr. The tolerance study yielded an allowable
taper in the rail of o.oot inch and a required flatness of
the surface that supports rail r, of 0.0001 inch over
the length of the carriage travel.

Fig.6, Normalized read-back track shapes for HP disc drives
determine how far the heads can be allowed to deviate from
track centerline.
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Head Alignment
Cylinder No. 490

52 (Servo Surface)
See Detail
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Where:
€x=Maximum Deviation from X-Axis.
ez =Maximum Deviation from Z-Axis.

€x = 
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* €Servo Error + €pack Titt
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Fig.7. Components of the headlo-media tolerance loop. Maximum allowable deviation of the
heads from nominal track centeiline is 300 yin in the x-y plane (sum of all loop components).

These tolerances were achieved by lapping the
rails, which are made of tungsten carbide to ensure
that the tolerances are retained over the life of the
drive. The support surface c, is made of an aluminum
casting that has been heat treated for maximum sta-
bility instead of the more usual heat treatment for
maximum strength. Support surface c, is precision
ground and inspected using air gauges.

Error e, if excessive, may result in signal timing
problems. One of the components of this error is the
plane crr-crr, which is on the carriage. The carriage
is made from an aluminum investment casting and
the plane cr1-crz is machined using a numerically
controlled (NC) milling machine. Making this part
pushed both the casting process and the machining
processes to the present l imits of their capabil it ies.

The mechanical design of the drive achieves true
parts interchangeability in the tradition of the au-
tomobile industry. As a result of careful design and
sophisticated tooling of all of the components that
affect head location, the drive requires only one
mechanical adjustment during assembly or preven-
tive maintenance. The single adjustment is alignment
of the heads after they are installed in the carriage.

The heads are adjusted with a head alignment disc
pack installed in the drive, and the drive electronics
connected to a disc service unit. The service unit
ampl i f ies and processes the t rack s ignals of  the
alignment pack. Using a simple screwdriver-l ike tool,

the service person moves the data heads until the
service unit 's digital display shows the heads are
positioned over the alignment tracks. The resolution
of the display is 6 microinches.

Drive Electronics
The drive is organized into eight functional sys-

tems (see Fig. 8). These are the input/output, spindle
rotation, head positioning, sector sensing, read/write,
fault detect, and power distribution systems.

The input/output system provides the communica-
tion link between the controller and the disc drive.
One controller can handle up to eight drives, which
may be 792OAs and ZgOSAs in any combination. A
four-bit unidirectional tag bus and an 11-bit bidirec-
tional control bus form the communication path for
control information. A command is placed on the tag
bus by the controller to specify what function the disc
drive should perform. Data is transferred between the
controller and the selected disc drive via bidirec-
tional data l ines dedicated to the drive. I l legal cylin-
der, head, or sector requests are checked at this pro-
cess point.

The spindle rotation system, Fig. 9, provides power
to the spindle motor to maintain its operational speed
at 3600 revolutions per minute, A combined start-
stop time of less than 70 seconds is achieved with the
1O-pound disc pack in place, using a dc brushless
motor driven by a 2O-ampere highly efficient switch-
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ing amplifier. The spindle motor amplifier is con-
trolled by two rotational position sensors (optical
switches) that detect motor shaft position, speed, and
direction. The speed information is phase-locked to a
crystal reference to maintain spindle speed in spite of
line voltage and frequency variations. Using the sen-
sor information, the amplifier provides the proper
magnitude and polarity of current to the appropriate
motor winding by rapidly chopping the output stage
at a constant frequency of ZZ kHz with a variable duty
cycle.

Since the spindle motor and disc pack are dynami-
cally braked, energy must be removed from the spin-
ning assembly by the amplifier circuits. Because the
amplifier is highly efficient in transferring power
from and to the load, the braking energy is pushed
into the main unregulated supply, causing its voltage
to rise to a potentially excessive level. This condition
is prevented by a shunt voltage regulator that inhibits
amplifier operation and quickly bleeds down the of-
fending supply voltage until normal operating volt-
ages itre reached.

Head Positioning System
The head positioning system, Fig. 10, controls the

application of power to the head positioning actuator
assembly  to  cause the  heads to  be  accura te ly
positioned over a specified cylinder. This system also
controls head loading and unloading, seeking, pro-
grammed offsets, and servo recalibration.

With the disc pack installed and the RUN/srop
switch set to RUN, the head positioning system waits
for the spindle to reach operational speed. Current is
then applied to the linear actuator coil to load the
heads onto the spinning disc pack at a constant veloc-
ity. Once the first track is detected by the servo head
and the head positioning servo, the heads remain

Fag. 8. 7920A Disc Drive is or-
ganized into eight functional sys-
lems.

settled over cylinder 0 and the controller is notified
that the drive has completed an initial loading opera-
tion. The heads are unloaded in a similar fashion.

A seek operation is used to move the heads from
their present cylinder position to some other cylinder
position. The controller issues a seek command on
the tag bus and places the cylinder address on the
control bus. This address is clocked into the next
cylinder address register to provide destination in-
formation for the seek servo loop. The cylinder ad-
dress comparator compares the cylinder address
stored in the next cylinder address register with the
address stored in the present location'counter, and
produces a digital difference word. The digital-to-
analog converter converts this digital difference word
into an analog signal that is applied to the velocity
curve generator. This circuit produces an output
proportional to the square root of its input, since for
constant deceleration, velocity is proportional to the
square root of the target distance. The servo system
compares this square-root command signal with a
velocity (tachometer) signal and controls the motor
speed accordingly. The velocity signal is produced by
a magnetic velocity transducer mounted in the linear
motor (voice coil) that moves the heads.

When the present location count equals the address
stored in the next cylinder address register, the veloc-
ity command is disabled and a fine-positioning
(track-following) switch is closed. The heads then
remain settled over the addressed cylinder until a
new command is received. In this state the servo
system is locked to the position signal derived from
the servo tracks by the track-follower circuitry (not
shown in Fig. 10). This signal is a linear function of
the distance of the heads from the track centerline.
The servo system attempts to null the position signal
by controlling the heads.
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Fig.9. Sprnd/e rotation system ls basically a highly efficient switching amplifier. (The switches
shown are actually transistor switches.) The system maintains the spindle speed at 3600 rlmin. To

stop fhe drive, change the disc pack, and restart the drive takes only 70 seconds.

When the servo is locked on track over the ad-
dressed cylinder the track-following system is capa-
ble of following servo tracks that may have over
0.001-inch peak-to-peak radial movement within 30
microinches.

A programmed offset operation moves the heads in
small increments to either side of track center to per-
mit recovery of marginal data. The controller issues
an offset command on the tag bus with the offset
magnitude and sign on the control bus. 63 increments
of +72.5 microinches each can be specified.

A recalibrate operation is used to move the heads
from their present position to a home position over
cylinder 0. The controller issues this recalibrate
command to establish a reference head position.

The purpose of the sector sensing system, Fig. 11, is

to monitor circumferential head position by monitor-
ing the location of each data sector as it passes be-
neath the heads. It notifies the conholler when the
present sector count equals the addressed sector, ena-
bles the read/write system for a data transfer opera-
tion, and-gates the unit identity of the disc drive to the
controller upon request.

The fault detect system continuously monitors var-
ious conditions within the disc drive. It controls the
fault indicator lights, retracts the heads, and brakes
when a fault is detected.

The 7920A Disc Drive is provided with an emer-
gency head retracting system to prevent head crashes
in the event of component or line voltage failure.
Upon detection of a dangerous condition a relay im-
mediately opens, connecting the linear motor to a



Head Alignment Disc Pack
The device for writ ing head al ignment packs is a special-

purpose disc drive designed and manufactured by Siemens
(SW 333-1 1 Servo Track Writer).  l t  uses an HP laser interferome-
ter for precise positioning of the carriage that moves the read-
write heads, The carr iage moves on an air bearing sl ide that has
a straightness of better than +20 microinches. The disc pack on
which the al ignment tracks are writ ten rotates on an air spindle

that has a runout of less than 10 microinches. The two-ton
granite surface plate is mounted off the f loor on air cushions to
el iminate vibrat ions from the f loor. The packwriter room is tem-
perature control led, and the al ignment pack, when i t  is being
wrrtten, is in a very careful ly control led temperature environ-
ment. Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the packwriter.

A t  2 0  C :  e r = e 3 = 5 . 1 1 0  i n .
e 2 = e 4 = 3 2 5 0 i n '

Ar  20 .5  C:
e r '  =  5 .11  [ . ] +  oa1  (T -20 ) ]

=  5 .11  [  1+  22 .9  x10 -6x0 .5 ]  -  5 . 1105825
er -e1 = 58.5pin increase

ez = 3.25 [1 + os5 (T-20)]
=  3 .25  [ 1  +  17 .3x10  6x0 .5 ]  =  3 .2500281

e2-e2 = 28.1gin increase

Hence: Track Ottset  = 58.5pin + 28.1pin = 86.6pin

Fig.2. Track off set caused by temperature gradient in pack
recording space.

Of al l  the variables that affect the accuracy of the recorded
information on the head al ignment pack, the most cr i t ical is
temperature. An example, considering only the stainless steel
support of the heads and the aluminum disc, i l lustrates this
sensit ivi ty (see Fig. 2). Suppose that the center disc and head
support are at 20"C and that head hz and disc dz are at 20.5'C. lf
the data is writ ten on disc dz under these condit ions and then the

F ig .  1 .  B lock  d iagram o f  the
packwriter, a high-precision disc
drive used to write disc alignment
packs for 79204 Disc Drives.

temperatures equalize, the track on dz wil l  be dislocated from
the y-axis by 87 microinches. This shows that when the al ign-
ment tracks are writ ten the temperature of the pack must be
control led within at least an order of magnitude better than
0 5'c.

Recorded information is read back at a different radial loca-
tion from where it was written. This read-write offset must be
known to write al ignment packs accurately. For a given set of
heads this information is stored in the memory of the computer
that controls the operation of the packwriter, and is used for
compensation of this variable. With enough i terat ions an al ign-
ment pack can be writ ten within 25 microinches of a cal ibrat ion
pack at a given temperature,

When the al ignment pack is used in the 79204 Disc Drive
additional factors affect the accuracy of the positions of the data
heads.  The resu l t ing  accuracy  is  w i th in  +75 mic ro inches
over a 10{o-40'C operating temperature range.

-James Hood

retract voltage regulator. This regulator derives its
power from the power supply filter capacitors and the
energy stored in the spinning disc pack, so it remains
operational to retract the heads in all failure modes.

Read/Write System
The read/write system, Fig. 12, reads information

from and writes information onto the data surfaces of
the disc pack. In the read mode the motion of the head

gap through the stored flux field induces a voltage in
the windings on the head core. This induced voltage
is analyzed by the read circuitry to define the data
recorded on the disc. Data is written by passing a
current  through the read/wr i te  winding in  the
selected head.

Much of the data electronics in the 7920A Disc
Drive is similar in form and function to circuitry
found in most disc systems, particularly the 792OA's
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Fig. 12. Readlwrtte system uses auto.matic gain control (AGC)to naintatn the read amplifiers in a
ltnear operailng range.

direct ancestors, the 790042 and 7905A. With the
increase in track and bit density has come an increase
in the sophistication of the data electronics. The in-
creased track density has led to lower output from the
magnetic transducers (heads) because of the decrease
in the area swept by the heads. This has required more
amplif ication and fi l tering in the read electronics to
attain the signal-to-noise level required for decoding.

The increased bit density is the result of using a
different code to write the data on the disc (see Fig.
13). The common NRZ (non-return-to-zero) data for-

mat, with a high level representing a one and a low
level representing a zero, is unsuitable for magnetic
recording because it requires separate clock, or t im-
ing information. The 7900A Disc Drive used the FM
(frequency modulation) code, also called double fre-
quency code. It is self-clocking, with a transition at
the boundary of every bit cell and another in the
center of each bit cell containing a one. The 790bA
and zgZOA use MFM (modified frequency modula-
tion) code, also called delay modulation code. This
code has a transition in the center of each bit cell
containing a one and at each bit cell boundary be-
tween consecutive zeros. Although the clock is not so
regular in this code, it is easily reconstructed with
suitable logic and a phase-locked loop. MFM code
requires fewer transitions than FM. Because the dis-
tance between transitions is the limiting factor in bit
density, more data may be written with MFM with the
same transition spacing.

Increased bit density is not without cost. MFM code
requires higher precision. Certain data patterns are
precompensated when written to maximize readabil-
ity, and the entire read electronics chain must func-
tion within very tight constraints. In the 79004 gen-
eration of electronics, the read amplif iers could satu-
rate and limit signal swing, much as in a common FM
receiver, and produce output data of satisfactory ac-
curacy. The nonlinearit ies inherent in this type of
operation would degrade the more advanced MFM
code too much, so the read chain uses an AGC (au-
tomatic gain control) system to maintain the read

Fig. 13. NRZ data format is unsuitable for magnetic recording
because it requires a separate clock, while FM and MFM
codes are self-clocking. The MFM code used in the 7920A
requires fewer transitions than FM. lt therefore allows greater
bit density, but demands finer precision in the readlwrite sys-
tem.

' 1 1



absent or distorted data at the head are detected, stop-
ping the write process and causing a system fault
condition.

In the 7gzo{Disc Drive a well f i l tered air supply is
achieved through the use of an absolute filter. The
absolute fi l ter, a high-efficiency cellulose paper
folded for maximum area in a limited volume, was

selected on the basis of pressure drop. A more effi-

cient absolute filter has the accompanying drawback

of a high pressure drop, which decreases the velocity
of air leaving the head-disc area. The absolute filter

selected will allow enough air flow even when its
pressure drop has doubled. In the 792OADisc Drive a
pressure of 0.60 inch of water inside the head-disc
area was necessary to keep exiting air velocities high

enough to prevent contamination through openings,
especially those caused by eddy currents set up by the
rotating discs. With an air flow rate of 29 cubic feet
per minute through the disc drive, a filter restricting
99% of all particles 0.3 microns or larger operates at
0.40 inch of water pressure drop across the filter.
Since the worst case pressure without a fi l ter is 1.45
inches of water, the 99% filter will still operate above
the required 0.60 inch of water even when its pressure
drop doubles (1. .45-2x 0.40:0.65) .  Thus the 99% ab-
solute filter is the most efficient filter that will operate
within the design restrictions.

To extend the absolute filter's life, a prefilter is
employed upstream from the absolute filter and the
blower (see Fig.  15) .  The pref i l ter  is  a low-cost ,
standard-size, medium-efficiency pleated filter that
can be replaced in seconds by opening a door, sliding
the dirty filter out, and sliding in a clean filter.

Since filter life depends on the drive's operating
environment, a pressure reading in the head-disc area
is required to determine when the filters need to be

Cooling Air Duct

Power and Motor

Fig. 15.'7920A air supply is filtered by an absolute filter. A
prefilter extends the absolute filter's life.

Fig. 14. During read operations the AGC circuitlncreases the
gain during intersector gaps. During write operations the AGC
turns off to keep the large write signal out of the read channel.

amplif iers in a l inear region (Fig. 1a). This AGC cir-
cuit must deal with some interesting problems. Be-
tween sectots of data returning from the disc there are
gaps containing no signal. These gaps represent

about 8% of the time. The AGC responds to a gap by
increasing the gain. Then at the end of the gap it
responds even faster, returning the gain to an appro-
priate level.

During a write operation the AGC is very important.
The write signal at the heads is about 24V p-p com-
pared to a read signal of 1 mV p-p. No feasible isola-
tion can keep this write signal out of the read
amplifiers. To keep the write signal from influencing
the read channel gain, the AGC is turned off. Thus the
ACG is a sample-and-hold circuit, with the gain con-
trol level stored in the amplifier for the duration of the
write operation. The gain of the read channel is low-
ered by the write gate independently of the AGC cir-
cuit to minimize the impact of the write signal on the
read circuits.

When writing consecutive sectors, and when the
write gate is turned off, the AGC would normally be
enabled between sectors. This would cause the AGC
to be influenced by samples of "no signal." To pre-
vent this, a time delay circuit keeps the AGC disabled
for the duration of the intersector gap after the write
gate turns off. Thus the read channel is held off for
consecutive writes, and begins the next read opera-
tion at the beginning of the data signal with the cor-
rect gain.

Another advance in the data circuitry of the 792OA
Disc Drive is a very effective ac write cunent detect
system. This is a fail-safe system that checks that data
is being written normally any time there is a write
command. The voltage generated by the switching of
write current through the head is sensed and tested
for sequence and timing. Abnormalit ies indicating

t
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The performance of servo feedback systems is usually
analyzed in the frequency domain using Laplace transform
methods. An insightful alternative for analyzing an elec-
tromechanical servo system is to use a mechanical vibrat ion
analogy. In this analogy, mechanical springs model propor-
tional feedback loops and viscous dampers simulate the damp-
ing of the moving mass in the system. This method is especial ly
useful for determining the proper frames of reference for the
control system variables.

In today's hrgh-performance disc memories the data heads
are positioned radially on the discs by tracking information
encoded direct ly on the surface ol a disc. ln the HP 7920A disc
pack, one of the six active surfaces is devoted entirely to head
positioning. This servo surface and the associated servo head
provide a radial posit ion scale in each individual disc pack. This
scale is used to move the heads to the desired track and to keep
the heads centered over that track.

The servo head must follow the tracks on the servo surface as
accurately as possible to assure disc pack interchangeabil i ty.
In practice these crrcular servo tracks are not perfectly centered
and can be sl ightly non-circular. The small  deviat ions provide
an input command signal to the servomechanism. Among the
possible causes for servo track deviat ions are mechanical vi-
brat ions in the disc drive, vibrat ions in the machine that wrote
the servo surface, bal l  bearing noise from the disc drive spindle,
and most important, eccentricity between the centers of the
servo track and the disc drive spindle. This eccentr ici ty or
runout is a result of the displacement of the center of rotat ion of
the disc pack at the time the servo track was written from the
center of rotatron at the time of playback.

The HP 79204 spindle rotat ion speed is 3600 revolut ions per
minute. Any runout of the disc pack results in a 60-Hz sinusoidal
motion that can have peak amplitudes as large as 500 mi-
croinches. The signal derived from this motion can also contain
noise at frequencies up to 600 Hz with ampli tudes up to 100
microinches peak.

The mechanical vibrat ion analogy can be conveniently
applied to a disc-drive trackJol lowing servo system for tol lowing
circular runout. Linear feedback of carr iage displacements with
respect to the moving servo track can be viewed as a mechani-
cal spring joining these two elements (K in the drawing). The
natural frequency of dynamic response can be calculated by
applying mechanical vibrat ion theory using the above spring
constant and the moving carr iage mass (M in the drawing):

,? : \/ Kla

Damping for the servo system may be accomplished in sev-
eral ways. One commonly used method is a moving magnet
tachometer that produces a signal proport ional to the velocity of
the moving carr iage relat ive to the disc drive matnframe. When
this signal is ampli f ied and fed back through the force trans-
ducer, a force is appl ied on the moving mass proport ional to
carr iage velocity. This has the same form as a viscous damper
joining the carr iage to the mainframe.

An alternative for generating viscous damping is a phase
shifting network in the forward path of the electromechanical
system. A properly designed lead compensator can be vrewed
as a dashpot joining the moving servo track to the moving
carriage (C in the drawing). This analogy is plausible because,
over a frequency range below the system's natural frequency,
the output of the phase shif t ing network can be viewed as the

A Mechanical Vibrations Analogy
for Servo System Design

/ AN \ K
(r*."0 = k sin r-:t J<H (Spring

sum of posit ion and tachometer feedback signals combined in
the proper proport ions,

It is instructive to note the performance differences that result
lrom the different frames of reference of the two damping
methods described above. A tachometer-based system pro-
duces a damping force on the moving mass proport ional to the
velocity difference between the carriage and the mainframe.
The nul l  posit ion for such a servo system has the carr iage
motionless with respect to the mainframe. The phase-lead com-
pensator damped system, however, produces its damping
force proportional to the velocity difference between the moving
servo track and the moving carr iage. l ts nul l  posit ion locus has
the carriage exactly following the moving servo track.

In the design of the HP 79204 trackJollowing servo system
three alternatives were considered for damping the system:
r A tachometer damped system
r A phase-lead compensator damped system
r A combination of the above.

System parameters defined the natural frequency of the sys-
tem at about 600 Hz, or ten times the servo track runout fre-
quency. For proper dynamic response a system damping rat io
of about 0.70 was chosen. With these parameters f ixed, the
potential runout- iol lowing capabil i t ies of the three alternatives
can be evaluated.

c
(Viscous
Damper)

Constant)

Track-Following System with Tachometer. Viscous Damping
Achieved by Tachometer (Velocity Transducer).

Track-Following System Without Tachomeler. Viscous Oamping
Achieved with Electronic Compensation Network.

Steady-state vibration analysis shows that the tachometer
damped system can reduce the servo track open-loop runout to
only about 14%. Thus a servo track with 1000 microinches of
open-loop peak{o-peak runout would result in a system error of
140 microinches peak-to-peak. For a phase lead damped sys-
te;n, however, the same open-loop runout can theoretical ly be
reduced to 1%.

Fora practical servo system this mechanical analogy gives no
indication of overal l  servo system stabi l i ty. Thus a frequency
domain stabi l i ty analysis is required, Stabi l i ty analysis showed
that the tachometer-based system is inherently stable but in-
adequate for fol lowing runout. However, the phase-lead com-
pensated system proved to have stability problems. One work-
able solut ion for stabi l izing the phase lead system was to intro-



duce a tachometer in series with a high-pass f i l ter. This system
could be easi ly stabi l ized but st i l l  did not fol low servo track
runout as well  as the theoretical l imit of the ideal ohase-lead
compensated system,

For the 79204 Disc Drive a second-order lead-lag compen-
sator was chosen for the trackJol lowing servo system, The
phase lag was introduced to stabi l ize the system for f  requencies
above i ts natural frequency. This system is capable of fol lowing
servo tracks with over 0.001 inch of peak-to-peak servo track
runout within 20 microinches. Norse components at higher fre-
quencies may increase this error signal to as much as 30 mi-
croinches peak.

-Joel Harrison
-Lynn Weber

replaced. This reading is taken with a pressure gauge
plugged into a specially designed fitt ing that leads to
the head-disc area. A reading below 0.60 inch of water
indicates that the prefi lter and possibly the absolute
fi lter must be replaced. Extrapolated long-term tests
in a worst-case environment indicate an absolute fi l-
ter l i fe of several years.

Testing for Reliabil ity
The new disc drive was designed with heavy em-

phasis on the specified error performance. To verify
this performance, drives were tested continuously
during the development cycle. These drives trans-
ferred data to or from removable disc packs written on
the same drive or by other drives. Data transfer and
data in terchangeabi l i ty  were tested beyond the
specified temperature range (10'to 40"C) to insure an
adequate margin of safety. The tests were also con-
ducted at all l ine voltage limits and line frequency
limits, and throughout the specified altitude and
humidity ranges in a special test chamber.

The drive was stress tested by operating it on a
vibration table. The results of these tests made it pos-
sible to evaluate the physical structure for proper
static and dynamic integrity and performance under
extreme conditions.

In many cases, accelerated l ife tests do not lead to
meaningful results and must be replaced by real-l i fe
tests. Assemblies of the drive that had to be real-Iife
tested were identif ied early during the development
cycle. A typical case was the head contamination
characteristics. The airf low system that prevents con-
tamination of the heads was tested from the begin-
ning of the project, with the result that by the time of
introduction of the product there was reasonable as-
surance that the drives would perform as specified
over their expected l ifetimes. The result of this and
many similar real-l i fe and accelerated l ife tests, com-
bined with pre-introduction tests by HP's quality as-
surance group, showed that the drive wil l meet its
performance and reliabil i ty goals.

Serviceabil ity
Ease of servicing was a prime consideration in the

design of the enclosure for the 792OA Disc Drive.
Access to the primary service area is through a wrap-
around shroud that requires no tools to remove. Sec-
ondary service access is through easily removable
s ide panels and doors.  Complete removal  of  a l l
panels, main assemblies, and circuit boards can be
accomplished in less than five minutes using only a
screwdriver and a nutdriver (see Fig. 16).

During preventive maintenance the user or service
p.erson can observe eight fault indicator l ights that
assure that the drive's internal fault indication cir-
cuitry has not detected a problem. Faults in the read/
write system, faulty head positioning, improper vol-
tage conditions and other problems can be seen here.
At the same time, the drive's single mechanical ad-
justment, the head alignment, can be checked. The
only other adjustment, an electronic adjustment that
assures that the drive's fast seek time specification is
met, can also be checked at each 6-month preventive
maintenance interva- .
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Functional Specif icatlons

SEEK NME
TAACK-TO-TBACK: 5 ms, maximum
AVEFAGE BANDOM: 25 ms
MAXIMUM (823 TRACKS):45 ms
GROSS CAPACIry &.32 , 106 bytes

48 S.clo6/Tr.ck - 8i5 Tr.ck'

Data Bis Data Bytes Sedo.s Tracks
Ps Per Pet Pe.

By16 I
S€cfor 2,o4 256
Track 98,3@ 12,2Aa 48
sudace 80  11776x106 10 .0r472x106 39 ,120 815
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FOTATIOt
SPEEOT 3,600 rpm
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BITS/SECONDT 7,500,000
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 7920A Disc Drive
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El4trical Specitications
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CUBRENTT 4.5 adpercs, rypical al 120V. 60 Hz

Envlronm€ntal Spoclticatlons
TEilPENATUAE
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DATA CABLE 3.0m (10 fr)
INIEFFACE CABLE 5 sm (1e fl)
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DATA CABLE: 15.2m (50 it)

Mdrmum cumulatvo m!ftilnil cabl6 langrh irom conto[er to ast dnv. n
daisy-chai. is 22.5m (74 i).

PRICE lN U.S.A. :  7920M.  6175@ 79205,  914,000
ilANUFACIURTNG olvlsloN: DiSC MEMORY DIVISION

11311 Ch inden Bo l t€vard
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An Individualized Pulse/Word Generator
System for Subnanosecond Testing
A high-speed pulselword generator is constructed in
modular form so it can be configured according to specific
testing requirements.

by Christian Hentschel, GUnter Riebesell, Joel Zellmer, and Volker Eberle

tTt  HE INSTRUMENT SHOWN IN FIG.  1 is  one ver-
I sion of HP's Model aOAO high-speed pulse gen-

erator system. This version, intended for the test and
development of state-of-the-art digital systems, has a
maximum repetit ion rate of l GHz with pulse rise and
fall t imes less than 300 ps and a maximum pulse
ampl i tude of  t .ZV. I t  has two outputs wi th the pulse
train from one delayed with respect to the other by a
controllable amount.

Fig. 2 shows another version. This one is a digital
word generator capable of generating serial words up
to 64 bits long at bit rates up to 300 MHz. Pulse
amplitude can be up to 2 volts with rise and fall t imes
of less than 800 ps or, with the high-speed output
ampl i f ier  module,  300 ps wi th pulse ampl i tudes up
to 1.2 vol ts .

This pulse/word generator system evolved as a
modular system that can be configured to meet a wide
range of  h igh-speed d ig i ta l  appl icat ions,  such as
those involved with subnanosecond IC development,
CPU design, digital modulator and multiplexer de-
velopment, f iber-optic system development, and nu-
c lear  research.  The modules,  which inc lude-rate
generators, output amplif iers, a delay generator, and
a word generator, are available in two compatible

families-one for l.-GHz operation and one for 300
MHz. The modules bolt into a mainframe that pro-
vides dc power for the modules.

Some of the varieties of pulse and word generators
that  can be conf igured us ing these modules are
shown in F ig.  3.

The Modules
The rate generators are basical ly  square-wave

generators that operate at repetit ion rates between 10
Hz and 300 MHz (Model 8081A) or 100 Hz and 1. GHz
(Model 80914,). Pulse generation can be gated by ex-
ternal waveforms with the pulse train automatically
synchronized to the start of each gate.

The delay generator / f requency d iv ider  module
(Model  8092.4.1 accepts the output  of  e i ther  rate
generator and produces two pulse trains in response.
One pulse train can be delayed up to 9.9 ns with
respect to the other in steps of 100 ps. The two-digit
numeric readout presents the delay of channel B with
respect to channel A, but since the delay can be in-
serted into either channel, channel B can appear to be
advanced up to g.9 ns with respect to channel A, as
well as delayed.

In addition, this module has a +2 circuit so channel

B).J ili1" $r;":l:1ili""'*"

#++#, ,#
rr *,:ii; - 

".,; 
*. *, *".,

,__:#'#; {fr$\"
=- ii::- --:'ril#:-:;=*r---

Fig.1. 1-GHz pulse generator as-
sembled lrom HP BO80-series
modules has 300-ps pulse transi-
tion time and controllable delay
between channels.
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B can produce a square wave at one-half the repetition
rate of channel A. This can be very useful in tests of
dual-input gates; the two outputs provide all combi-
nations of two bits (00,01, 10, 11) and the interchan-
nel delay allows exploration of problems caused by

3OO-MHz Woid Generator with <300-ps Transition Time

Generator Amplifier

300-MHz
Clock Generator

1-GHz DuaFOutput Pulse Generator
with Interchannel Delay

Dividers Generators AmPlifiers

300-MHz, 4-Channel Word Generator

Rate Cloc

Fig. 3, A few of the several pulselword-generator configura-
tlons possib/e using modules in the 8080 serles. Some conflg-
urations, such as the multichannel word generator, may re'
quire more than one marnframe to house all the modules.

Fig. 2. 300-MHz word generator
assemb/ed f  rom B0B0-ser ies
modules produces words 1 6, 32 or
64 bits long, repeti t ively or in
bursts. Ihe dual-output amplifier
supp/les the word and its com-
plement with transition times of
800 ps.

race-induced signal overlaps and propagation delays.
The half-frequency mode is also useful for testing

flip-flops and shift registers where the half-frequency

channel  suppl ies the data input  whi le  the fu l l -

frequency channel supplies the clock (Fig. a)' The

interchannel delay then enables examination of setup

and hold times. Previously, two synchronized pulse
generators were needed for this kind of test.

The word generator (Model8084A) generates serial

words 1,6,32, or 64 bits long, either repetit ively or one

word at a time in response to a manual pushbutton or

an external trigger. The output can be in either RZ or

NRZ format. Word data is loaded 16 bits at a time from
a front-panel switch register.

Fig.4. Channel B of the Model 8092A Delay Generator can be

switched to function as afrequency divider, producing square
waves at one-half the repetition rate of channel A Use of the
interchannel delay then allows examination of setup and hold

times of fliD-flops.
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Q1 is fully on, diverting
while holding Q3 off.

Fig.5. Dual output of the Model
80834 300-MHz Output Amplifier
(a) reproduces the amplifier input
at the channel A output while sup-
plying the complement of the input
at the channel B output, enabling
the generator to drive differential-
input devices. Pulse polarity is
a/so se/ectable. Model 8093A
Output Amplifier supp/ies pulses
wllh /ess than 300-ps transition
times (b). Pulse repetition rate
here is 600 MHz. (Oscilloscope
sweep time: 1 nsldiv.)

the Q3 emitter current (I3)The 300-MHz output amplifier (Model8083AJ re-
produces the internally-supplied pulse train at two
50.f) outputs simultaneously, one normal and the
other the complement of the input pulse train (Fig.
5a). The output pulse amplitude is adjustable from
0.2V to 2V, offsettable up to -F1V, with fixed transi-
tion times of less than 800 ps. Pulse polarity is select-
able (positive-going above the baseline or negative-
going below).

The 1-GHz amplifier fModel8093A) reproduces the
pulse train supplied to it with output pulse amplitude
controllable between 0.6 and 1.2V, offsettable -r1.2V.
and with transition times less than 300 ps (Fig. 5b).
The normaUcomplement format and the output polar-
ity are selectable. This module can also serve as a
pulse amplifier, giving 300-ps transition times to any
external pulse train with amplitudes 600 mV or
greater and transition times less than 10 ns at repeti-
tion rates up to 300 MHz.

Technical Details
The 300-MHz modules use monolithic integrated

circui ts developed for the Model 8082,t  pulse
Generatorl, made by a process that gives transistors
with cut-off frequencies of z GHz.The 1-GHz modules
use thin-film hybrid circuits with discrete 5-GHz
transistor chips. Thin-film tantalum-nitride resistors
and gold conductors are deposited on alumina sub-
strates and the transistor chips, Schottky beam-lead
diodes, and ceramic capacitors are bonded to the sub-
strate.

For the 100-Hz-to-300-MHz frequency range, the
80914 Rate  Genera tor  modu le  uses  the  same
monolithic-IC oscillator circuit as the Model 8082A
21O-MHz Pulse Generator. For frequencies above 300
MHz, a thin-film hybrid circuit based on the well-
known emitter-coupled oscillator circuit is used
(Fig. O.). It is a relaxation oscillator with a repetition
rate determined by capacitor C and the collector load
resistors.

As shown in the diagram of Fig. 6, a third transistor
(Q1) was added to the basic circuit. This makes the
oscillator gateable. With no signal at the cATE input,

Flg.6. Emitter-coupled oscillator for repetition rates to 1 GHz.
Waveforms show time-varying voltages within the oscillator. ln
the absence of a gating pulse, lranslsfor Q1 clamps the oscil
lator in a state that corresponds to the running state at the end
of time interval T so the f irst pulse of a burst will be identical to
subsequenl pulses.

Vero?
-Vbi""

Ves-Ves

-0.7v

Vez-Ve:

-0.7v

Vout

Gate
Start
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When a negative pulse is applied to the GATE in-
put, transistor Q1 turns off and current I. now goes

through capacitor C and transistor Q2, charging
capacitor C. When the charge accumulating on
capacitor C allows the emitter voltage of Qs to fall to
the turn-on level, regenerative action sets in, turning

Q3 fully on and Q2 off. Current I. now flows through

Q3 while I, f lows through C and Q3, charging C in
the opposite direction. This continues until Q2 turns
on again, starting a new cycle.

As shown by the timing diagram, while transistor

Q1 is on it establishes a "stop" state in the oscil lator
that is identical to the state of the oscillator at time T
with both emitter currents (I, and Ir) flowing through
the load resistor R1. Thus, a cATE pulse starts the
oscillator from a state that occurs during free-running
operation, making the first pulse identical to the fol-
lowing ones fexcept for a minor perturbation caused
by switching current I, from Q1 to Q2). As a result, the
oscillator is always synchronized to the gating pulse.

Capacitor C actually consists of two back-to-back
varactor diodes with bias applied at their common
point. Varying the bias with the front-panel, three-
turn, high-resolution potentiometer varies the capaci-
tance, which in turn varies the repetition rate over the
300-MHz-to -1.-GHz range.

The oscillator output goes through an amplifier-
Iimiter and then to the next module in the chain
(signal connections between modules are made in-
ternally by means of coaxial cables). When the mod-
ule is switched to the EXTERNAL mode, the oscillator is
bypassed with the external signal going through a
Schmitt trigger circuit directly to the amplifier. The
module output is then a shaped version of the input
signal, be it pulsed or sinusoidal, with the polarity
and trigger level selectable.

A Fast-Switching Amplifier-Limiter
Two of the most challenging problems faced during

the design of the system were: (1) how to achieve
wideband pulse response from dc to more than a
gigahertz; and (2) how, with extremely fast transition
times of only 200 ps, to keep pulse perturbations at
a very low level.

The first problem was resolved largely by using
differential amplifiers wherever possible. However,
since fast transistors are all NPN types, some means of
level shift ing is needed at least after every two
amplifier stages. Otherwise the signal baseline would
shift to higher and higher levels. It is desirable to have
the signal level at ground atboth the input and output
of a hybrid microcircuit so the external transmission
lines can be terminated simply with 50O resistors to
ground.

Two ways of level shifting are commonly used: (1)

zener diodes in series with the signal path between

stages; and (z) capacitive coupling between stages
with the bias levels chosen to establish the appro-
priate dc levels. Zener diodes can introduce problems
with noise and temperature-induced level changes
while capacitive coupling impairs low-frequency re-
sponse, especially troublesome in a word generator
where it may be necessary to maintain the 0 or 1 level
for many clock periods.

The solution chosen for the 8080 system was to use
capacitive coupling with dynamic dc restoration. In
the circuit diagram of Fig. 7, C is the input coupling
capacitor while operational amplifier A1 functions as
the dc restoration circuit.

Note that the input signal goes to both inputs of At
through identical voltage dividers so it appears to
amplif ier A1. as a common-mode signal. Hence, the
signal does not appear at the output of Ar nor at the
base of transistor Q2. Because of the degradation of
op-amp common- mode rejection at high frequencies,
a low-pass filter is used at the base of QZ to attenuate
any fast transients that may get through A1.

Outputs

l0'. Jg'
3mA 20mA SmA

R 1O'''A 40O

R = 10kO
loR = 10V

I

Fig.7. Broadband pulse amplifier uses capacitive coupling
with dynamic dc restoration to obtain good lowJrequency
response, and current switching by Schottky diodes to
achieve 200-ps transition times.
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To see how the dc restoration works, suppose that a
positive-going step, Vi1, wer€ applied to the input. It
would also appear as the drive voltage, Vd", across the
inputs of differential amplifier Q1-Q2. However,
while the voltage step remains at its upper level,
capacitor C charges, allowing the voltage at the base
of Qt and at the non-inverting input of ,A'1 to sag.
Because this sag appears to A1 as a differential input,
it also appears at the output of At and at the base of
Q2. The sag is thus a common-mode signal to Q1-Q2
so it does not affect the Q1-Q2 output, which retains
the step level.

In other words, amplifier .{1 responds to any vol-
tage change across capacitor C and applies the change
as a correction voltage to amplifier Q1-Q2.

Fast transitions at the amplifier output are achieved
by inserting Schottky diodes (D1 and D2) in the emit-
ter circuits of Q3 and Q . The switching characteris-
tics oftransistors are degraded by the charge stored in
a transistor when it is switched off but in the circuit
shown in Fig. 7, transistors Q3 and Q4, biased by
current sources I, and I, to operate always in the lin-
eat region, are nevel switched off. Current switching
is performed by the Schottky diodes, which have
practically no stored charge.

Suppose the signal at the base of transistor Q4 is in
the low state and that of Q3 is high. Diode D1 would
then be forward biased, so the Q3 collector current
would be I, + \ (23 mA) while the Qa collector
current would be Ironly (3 mA). Now, when the driv-
ing signal reverses state, D2 becomes forward biased,
reversing the bias on D1 so current I, switches to Q4,
leaving a collector current of g mA in Q3. This transi-
tion occurs very quickly because of the fast switching
of the diodes.

Incremental Delay
Very little jitter can be tolerated in the pulse delay

circuit of this pulse generator because of the fast rise
time and very short pulse period. Hence, the Model
8092A Delay Generator uses delay lines rather than
the usual one-shot multivibrator for the delay func-
tion. Delay lines of various lengths are switched in to
vary the delay in 100-ps steps up to the maximum of
9.9 ns, an arrangement that also allows the delay to be
made greater than the pulse period.

Delay lines of differing lengths are arranged in
three groups in series. One line in each group is
switched into the signal path by logic circuits that
apply forward bias to PIN diodes at each end of each
line, as shown in Fig. 8.

PIN diodes are used because of their very low
capacitance when reverse biased; the switched-off
diodes therefore do not load the driving signal ap-
preciably. For low-frequency driving signals, they
behave as conventional diodes. When a pair of diodes
is switched on, the applied bias is sufficient to main-
tain the diodes in the "on" state for both states of the
signal waveform with a diode resistance of about 0.5
ohm. At frequencies above a few megahertz, the
diodes behave as pure resistors with a resistance of
about 1 ohm.

To avoid the great expense of matching diodes dur-
ing inst rument  product ion,  the d iodes are not
selected. Diode mismatch could result in dc offsets of
as much as 50 mV in the signal when switching from
one delay line to another but offsets are eliminated by
a circuit configuration that uses the average level of
the "undelayed" signal, which has no dc offset, as a
reference against which the average level of the de-
layed signal is compared. The result of the compari-

Fig. 8. Method of switching
trcnsmission lines in the Model
8092 A Delay Generator lF requency
Divider to select the pulse delay.
With three groups of switched
lransmission lines in serles, the
total relative delay is selectable
from 0 to 9.9 ns in 700-ps sfeps.

Undelayed
Channel

Input dc
Conrol

ru-
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son is used to correct the dc level of the delayed
signal.

The half-frequency output is obtained by toggling a
flip-flop. The flip-flop can be reset by a front-panel
pushbutton or electrical signal so the half-frequency
waveform may always start from a known state when
the system is operating in the gated-pulse mode. A
half-frequency trigger signal is also provided for use
by an oscilloscope or other instrument.

Word Generation
The Model 80844 Word Generator module gives

the 8080 system the ability to generate serial bit pat-
terns up to 64 bits long at clock rates up to 300 MHz.

The bit patterns are stored in a 64-bit semiconduc-
tor memory organized into four 16-bit rows. A 4-state
counter, advanced one count each time a front-panel
pushbutton is pressed, addresses one row at a time for

Ioading or readout. Data entered into a 16-bit load
register by front-panel pushbuttons is loaded into the
selected row of the memory when the loao pushbut-
ton is pressed. Pressing the rurcs pushbutton results
in a non-destructive readout of the selected row, re-
turning the data to the load register for display. Bit
data in the register is displayed by a row of LEDs.

The major design problem to be solved in this mod-
ule was how to read out the data serially at bit rates up
to 300 MHz. The solution chosen was to design the
CMOS memory with a static, 64-bit, parallel output
and serialize the data with multiplexers.

Recalling that a bit rate of goo MHz corresponds to a
bit period of 3.g ns, it is easy to see that one-level
multiplexing would require a large number of very
fast-and hence expensive-integrated circuits.
Therefore, multiplexing is done on a three-tier basis
with only the last tier requiring the use of very high-

Oelay Line r
Manual or
Eleclricai

Reset
JIIIJIJIIUUIflffL

Rz/NRZ

-o

40 Clock (+4)

4 8 1 2  1 6

Input \
Numbers,
<_

1 2
1 7  1 8
33 34
49 50

. 1 5 1 6

. 3 1 3 2
, 4 7  4 4
. 6 3 6 4

64 lines to memory

tlJ-Ln-fLrL
J-Lr-ul-rlr-r
Lrl-r-t-n-r'l-r
Ln_r1-r.l-rt_r

3 7  1 1 1 5

9 1 0  1 1 1 2

Fig.9. Multiplexing the memory output in three steps reduces the number of very fast circuits
needed to generate digital words at a 300-MHz bit rate.
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speed circuits.
A block diagram of the serializer system is shown in

Fig. 9. The high-speed circuits are in the top row of
the diagram. The circuits in the next row operate at
one-fourth the speed, i,e. a maximum of 75 MHz
while the maximum speed of the circuits in the bot-
tom row is one fourth of that (18.75 MHzJ.

Circuit operation is as follows. The output of the
associated rate generator serves as the clock. It is
applied to a +4 counter that produces a 4@ clock with
each phase operating at one-fourth the input rate. The
four clock outputs drive the final4-to-1 multiplexer,
sequentially gating the outputs of the second-row
multiplexers into the output bit stream. The output
bit stleam is resynchronized by the input clock before
going to the output amplifier (to derive the RZ format
from the synchronizing flip-flop's normal NRZ for-
mat, the clock is used to gate the output amplif ier).

Each of the four 4f clock signals also goes to a +4
counter in the second row where each generates
another 4@ clock with each phase operating at one-
fourth the rate of the top-row counter. Each counter
drives a 4-to-1. multiplexer that sequentially gates
four inputs from multiplexers in the bottom row. To
achieve correct sequencing, the states of the second-
row counters must be properly coordinated. This is
done by using the first phase of the first counter in the
row to time the reset of the other counters.

Each of the second-row multiplexers can take up to
three rate-generator clock periods to switch the next
bit to its output before the top-row multiplexer inter-
rogates it again. The switching time of the second row
multiplexers therefore need not be as fast as the top-
row multiplexer. Commercially available ECL cir-
cu i ts  are used in the second row whereas Hp-
designed ECL circuits are used in the top row. In the
same way, the switching time of the bottom-row
multiplexers can be much slower than the second-
row multiplexers.

The bottom-row circuits, shown here as 16-to-4
multiplexers, operate in the same manner as the sec-
ond row. The counting sequence in the counters in
the bottom row, however, can be changed to effect a
change of word length. For a 16-bit word, the counters
remain in the 0 state so only one bit out of the four
supplied to each section of the bottom-row multi-
plexers is output. For a 32-bit word, onlv one of the
fl ip-flops in each counter toggles, so each multiplexer
outputs two bits alternately. For a 64-bit word, each
counter is allowed to run its full cycle.

During GATED operation, the last word is always
completed regardless of the time the cATE input
waveform terminates. The module generates its own
gating pulse to gate the input clock in response to a
cATE input (or STNGLE word trigger). It also feeds the
internally-generated gate back to the rate generator to

turn the squarewave generator on and off at the ap-
propriate times.

In addition to the data word, there are three trigger
outputs: FIRST BIT, LAST BrT, and CLOCx (during SINGLE
or cATED operation, the clocx signal is output only
while a word is being generated).
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP 8080 Modular Pulse/Word Generator System

Reoetition Rate Generatols

OPEFATING MODES
NOFM: Feetnon rate dererm ned bv tonl oanel ontos

PERIOD JINEF

OUTPUT PULSE
AMPLITUDE ( in ro  50{1 .

oFFSET ( nlo &11 oad)
MAX MUM LEVELS:
TFANSTTTON TtME (10., lo 90e")
OUTY CYCLE

PFESHOOT,  OVEBSHOOT.
RINGING

OUTPUT CHANNELS

SOURCE IMPEDANCE
REFLECT ON COEFFICIENT

DFIVE INPUT (lnter.a )
INPUT FFEQUENCY
INPUT MPEDANCE
HIGH SIGNAL LEVEL:
LOW SIGNAL LEVEL

Output Amplitie.s

EXTERNAL TRIGGEF: Bep€ttion rale contollsd e{omally. shaped inpul siqml rs oulpul ai bolh rnterna and enernar 
aoa3a

EXTEFNAUiNTERNAL GATE: Exiemal/interna gale sEnal lurns repeliion rate g€neralor on synchronousy
MANUAL All exlenal lunctons can be rriggered manual y by press ng a pushbunon.

a@1A
TIMING

FEPETITION BATE: l0 Hz 10 3@ MHz.

ilTEFNAL INPUTS (50O ryprcar inpll rmpedance)
EXTERNAL TRIGGEF

Feperirlon rate: 0 to 300 MHz.
putse  wtd th :  r t .7  ns

EXTERNAL GATE
ON/GATE OFF TIME:  .1  Fr iod / ' l  penod .  10  ns

TEIGGEF LEVEL:  1V lo  +rv

SENSITIVITY
10@ MH2 ro >300 MBz
=3m MHz 200 mV p p

SLOPE/MAX INPUTVOLTAGE neg posseleclabler-6v.

INIEFIAL GATE INPUT (50!) lypical inpui rmpedance)
GATE ON/GATE OFF TIME: r10ns/:20ns

mo.e neg. lhao 5@ nV

more pos lhan 100 mv
more neg, than 500 mv

809!A

1@H2 ro  rmo MHz,

0 io 1000 MH2.

>r period/:1 penod I 10 ns.

polse/sine: @0 mV P-P
p u l s e :  2 @ m V p p  s i n e :  1  0 V  p - p

nsg, p6 selecrable/16v.

more neg than 500 mv

NOFMAL and COMPLEMENT oulpLls

provded sm0haneously

0  l o  3 0 0  M H z .

mo.e posil ve lhan 100 mv

mofe negalve than 5@ mv

.:1oeo up 10 500 MHzl

selecrable NoFMAL or coMPLEMENTlomal

nore poslrve than 100 mV
nore negatve than 500 mv
:500 mV p-p (t. lt _:350 ps).
:600 mV p-p (t, ll .:500 ps)

0 to 300 MH2.

more poslve than 1m mV.
more negatve lhan S0 mv

Eghth mahtiame wrdth

MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE:  :1V
ilTEBNAL TRIGGEF OUTPUT (5011 lypical oulpul impdance)

HIGH SIGNAL LEVET
LOW SIGNAL LEVEL
MiN AMPLITUDE:

HIGg SIGNAL LEVEL
LOW SIGNAL LEVEL
MIN.  AMPLITUDE:

mo.e neg lhan 500 mv

more pos lhan 10o mV

more n4 Ihan 500 m!

Ouader mantame width

TRANSITION TIMES (1@6 90'/d: .1.2 ns.
DUry CYCIE: 50%110%
MAX. EXTERNAL VOLTAGE !2\

INTEFNAL OUTPUT (500 lyp(dl oLlpJr 'mpedaF.e)

TRANSITION TIMES (10",. 90"6) - 3 ns.
MAXIMUM EXTEFNAL VOLTAGE: 1 1 V
PFOPAGATION DELAY TIMES: 4 I ns - 500 ps

SCHMITT TFIGGER INPUT ( INIENA)
INPUI  FBEOUENCY
lNPUT IMPEDANCE
HiGH SIGNAL LEVELI
LOW S GNAL LEVEL
MINIMUM AMPLI IUDE:
TRANSTTTON TIMES (10e6 Soe. ) :
MAXIMUM ]NPUT VOLTAGE
PROPAGATION DELAY TlME

H I G H  S I G N A L  L E V E L

LOW SIGNAL LEVEL

M I N .  A M P L I T U D E :

TBANSTTION T|MES (10"o  9ed .  r  2  ns

each modlle can dnve one 8080 systom modole

more pos than 100 mV
more neg ihan 500 mV

OUTY CYCLE
SlzE: Quader maintame widih

P F I C E S  l N  U . S , A , : 8 0 8 1 A .  S 7 9 s : 8 0 9 1 4 ,  $ 3 1 4 5

8092A Delay Generator/Freguency Divider

CHANNEL B OELAY/ADVANCE (Channel A reference)
RANGE: 19.9 ns.
STEP SIZE: 1OO ps.
ACCUFACY OF DELAY: <t(1% + 50 ps) t "\ (A is dependent on repetit ion

rate, independent ol delay setting). I = 0for I : 0to 100 MHz. I < 80 ps

for f : 100 l\,1H2 to 1 GHz.
FREOUENCY DlvlSlON (selectable by tront panel switch):

FREQUENCIES AVAILABLE (channol B): fchannet Ai %fchannet A.
OUTPUTS (lnternal)

FAN OUT: one 8080 module can be driven from each output.
CHANNEL A:

HIGH LEVEL: more positive than 100 mV.
LOW LEVEL: more negative than -600 mV.
MINIMUM AMPLITUDE: >600 mV o-o.
TRANSITION TIMES (10"/"-90"/.): >s00 ps.

CHANNEL B:
f MODE: same as channel A.
%f MODE:

HIGH LEVEL: more positive than -100 mV.

LOW LEVEL: more negative than 500 mV.
MINIMUM AMPLITUDE: >500 mV p-0.

TRANSITION TIMES (10"/"-90o/o): <350 ps.

DUTY CYCLE: Determined by duty cycle of driving (clock) pulse. Can be adjusted

110ol. using trigger level control (inside).
OUTPUT IMPEDANCES: 50{) typical.

TRIGGER OUTPUT (supplied only in f/2 mode).
HIGH LEVEL: more positive than -100 mV.
LOW LEVEL: more negative than 500 mV.
MINIMUM AMPLITUDE: >500 mV p-p.
TRANSITION TIMES (10%-90%): <1 ns.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 50O typical.

DRIVE INPUT (lntemal)
INPUT FREQUENCY:0  to  1000 MHz.
INPUT SIGNAL:

HIGH LEVEL: more ocitive than 100 mV.
LOW LEVEL: more negative than 500 mV.
MINIMUM AMPLITUDE: >500 mV p-p (tr, \<350 ps).

>600 mV p-p (lr, k <500 Ps).
TRANSTTTON TTMES (10%-90%): <350 ps/<500 ps.

PULSE WIDTH: >0.5 ns.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: 50Q typical.

PFtCEStN U.S.A 3083A $795.80934.$1525

;
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MANUAL RESET: Pushbulton r€sets channel B to low levsl (only in flz mode and
drive inDut low).

RESET INPUT (intsnded to bs connected in parallel with eld. gato input of Repeti-
tion Rate Gensrator). Nsgative transition resets channel B to low lsvel (only in 12
mode and drive input low).
INPUT FREQUENCY: 0 to 2 MHz.
RESET TIME: >0.5 as.
INPUT SIGNAL:

HIGH LEVEL: more positive than -100 mV.
LOW LEVEL: more nsgative than -5OO mV.
MINIMUM AMPLITUOE: >5OO mV p-p.
TRANSITION TIMES (10"/"-90./.): <10 ns.
INPUT IMPEOANCE: 1 kO typicat.

StrE: Quarter mainframa width.
PRICE lN U.S.A.: S2600.

8084A Word Generator

DATA CAPACITY
NUMBER OF DATA CHANNELS: 1.
WORD LENGTH: 16, 32 or 64 bits sstoctabte.

cYcLE mooEs
AUTO CYCLE: Data recycled continuously.
SINGLE CYCLE: One word por cyclo command putse.
GATED CYCLE: Words are generatsd as long as cycle mmmand is active.

Lasl word always @mpleted.
CYCLE COTMAND INPUT

INPUT IMPEDANCE: 50O ! 10% or 600[) t 1O%, selectabte Fy pc-board
swtch.

AMPLITUDE/WIDTH: >+0.8 V/>3 ns.
PEBIOD BETWEEN CYCLE COMOMANDS: Word length + 2 x ctock periods

+ 100 ns.
MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE: 6 V.
MANUAL: by pushbutton on front panel.

CLOCK INPUT (lnternal)
REPETITION RATE: 0-300 MHz; impedance: 5OO typical.
HIGH SIGNAL LEVEL: mor6 pooitiv€ than -tOO mV.
LOW SIGNAL LEVEL: more negative than *SOO mV.
MINIMUM AMPLITUDE: >5OO mV p-p.
TRANSITION TIMES (10ol"-9oo/o): <3 ns.
WIDTH FOR <100 MHz REP. RATE: <3 ns.
WIOTH FOR 10G-300 MHz FIEP. BATE: SOoh ! l}oh duty cycte.
SLOPE: low to high transition generates bit.

INTERNAL OUTPUTS (Word, Word, Ctock Gats)
FAN-OUT: each drives one 8O8O system module.
GATE FUNCTION: high level siops rep. rate generator; low level starts rep.

rate generator.
WORD AND WORD FORMAT: RZ or NRZ, selectabte by tront panel switch.
CLOCK: sme as CLOCK output but invertsd.
SOURCE IMPEOANCES:5OO t 5olo.
HIGH SIGNAL LEVEL (into 50O): more pcitive than -1OO mV.

LOW SIGNAL LEVEL (into 50O): more negalive than -5OO mV.
MINIMUM AMPLITUOE: >500 mV p-p.
TRANSITION TTMES (10olo-90o/o):Word, <1.2 ns; cars, <1.5 ns.
RZ WIOTH (duty cycle): determined by duty cycle of drive (clock) putse. WORD,

W6FD and CLOC-R outputs can be adjusted ll0% using intemal trig-
gsr levol @ntrol.

EXTERNAL OUTPUTS (Ctock, Firsr Bir, Last Bil)
CLOCK: Delivere on€ clock pulse p€r bit. Format: RZ
FIRST BIT (FB): Simuttaneous with first bit ol serial word. Format: NBZ.
LAST BIT (LB): Simultanmus with tast bit of seriat wo(d. Format: NRZ.
SOURCE IMPEOANCES:50O i 5%.
SIGNAL LEVELS INTO 50O: selectabte by pC boild switch.

HIGH LEVEL: more positive than -1OO mV or >+5OO mV.
LOW LEVEL: mors negative than -5OO mV or > + 1OO mV.

MINIMUM AMPLITUDES: >5OO mV D-D.
TMNSITION TIMES (10olo-9oo/o): FB, LB <1.5 ns: CLOCK <r.2 ns.
RZ-WIOTH (duty cycle):dstsrmined by duty cycte ol driving (cl@k) putse. Can be

adjusted + 10./. using intsrnal trigger lavel control.
TlilE RELAnONSHIP (signal dotay with reforene to data output in NRZ mode,

measured from loading edgs to leading edge).
CLOCK: 1 ns r0.5 ns.
FIBST BIT AND LAST BtT: O ns r 0.5 ns.
Oata output in RZ mode: 1 ns t 0.5 ns.

NOTE: options 083 and 093 compensate for propagation tims of output
amplifier module so iiming rolationships are maintainod. Tol€rances In-
crease to 11 ns.

oPTlor{s
001: replaces internal Clock input, Gate and Word outputs with tront-panel BNC

connectors.
083 AND 093: should be ordsred when the gott4A is conntrted to an 80834 out-

put amplifier (option 083) oran 80934 output amptifisr (option O9g) in the same
mainframo. For other mmbinations, contact yorJr Hewlati-packard Ssruice
Offics.

SIZE: half mainframe width.
PRICE lN U.S.A.: 92510.

8080A Mainframe

ELECTRICAL: provides dc power for two y2-siz6 modules, four %-size or eight
%-size modules in any mmbination.

MECHANICAL: mainframe comparlments accept up to lwo y2-sizs modules, four
/4-size modulss, eight ys-size modules or combinations of half, quarter or
eighth-size modules.

WEIGHT: 5 kg (11 lbs).
POWER: 1 15 or 230 V + 10%, -22.h. 48 to 66 Hz singte phase. Up to 2OO VA.

POWER AVAILABLE FOR MODULES: 55 W dc.
Df MENSIOilS: 426 mm W, 145 mm H,4SO mm D (16ya tn x 5 11/16 in x ' l7yainl.

PRICE lN U.S.A.: $1000.
MANUFACTURING OIVISION: HEWLETT-PACKAFtD GmbH

Herrsnbergerstrasse .l 1 0
D-7030 - Bobtingen, W0rttemberg
Germanv

Hewlett-Packard Company, 1501 Page Mitl
Road, Palo Alto, California g4.30l
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